
Homework Assignments for Combinatorics

Homework Assignments for Combinatorics

Do as many odd-numbered problems (answers in back of textbook) as necessary to 
understand the material. 

Turn in written solutions to the following problems 

Problems due Thursday, January 17: 
Prelude: 4, 8. 
A.1: 2, 16. 
A.2: 8, 12. 
A.3: 4, 10. 

Problems due Tuesday, January 29: 
A.4: 2, 8, 14. 
1.1: 4, 14, 16, 22, 26. 
1.2: 6, 12, 14. 

Final Exam, Tuesday, April 29, 8:00 AM-9:50 AM 

Last modified: Thu Jan 17 08:48:20 CET 2008 

http://www.math.okstate.edu/~wrightd/4663/homework.html [1/23/2008 12:13:27 AM]

http://www.math.okstate.edu/~wrightd/4663/index.html
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A.4 The Pigeonhole Principle 425 

a pigeonhole principle-type argument. If there is one 1, the other 6 integers, each at 
least 3, must sum to 20 - 2 - 1 = 17-again impossible. 

Suppose S contains at least one 1 but no 2. If there is a 3 in S, case (d) applies. If 
there are four Is in S, case (a) applies. The alternative is no 2s and no 3s in S and at 
most three Is. Then there are at least five other integers in S of size at least 4 whose 
sum must be less than 2Q--impossible. _ 
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Given a group of n women and their husbands, how many ptwple must be chosen 
from this group of 2n people to guarantee the set contains a married couple? 

2. Show that at a party of 20 people, there are 2 people who have the same number 
of friends. 

3. In a round-robin tournament, show that there must be 2 players with the same 
number of wins if no player loses all matches. 

4. Given 10 French books, 20 Spanish books, 8 German books, 15 Russian books, 
and 25 Italian books, how many books must be chosen to guarantee there are 12 
books of the same language? 

5. If there are 48 different pairs of people who know each other at a party of 20 
people, then show that some person has 4 or fewer acquaintances. 

6.	 A professor tells three jokes in her ethics course each year. How large a set of 
jokes does the professor need in order never to repeat the exact same triple of 
jokes over a period of 12 years? . 

7.	 Show that given any set of seven distinct integers, there must exist two integers 
in this set whose sum or difference is a multiple of 10. 

8.	 Show that if n + 1 distinct numbers are chosen from 1,2, ... , 2n, then two of 
the numbers must always be consecutive integers. 

9.	 Suppose the numbers 1 through 10 are randomly positioned around a circle. Show 
that the sum of some set of three consecutive numbers must be at least 17. 

10.	 A computer is used for 99 hours over a period of 12 days, an integral number of 
hours each day. Show that on some pair of 2 consecutive days, the computer was 
used for at least 17 hours. 

11. Show that any subset of eight distinct integers between 1 and 14 contains a pair 
of integers k, I such that k divides l. 

12. Show that in any set of n integers, n ::: 3, there always exists a pair of integers 
whose difference is divisible by n - 1. 

13. Show that any subset of n + I distinct integers between 2 and 2n (n ::: 2) always 
contains a pair of integers with no common divisor. 

14.	 Show that any set of 16 positive integers (not all distinct) summing to 30 has a 
subset summing to n, for n = 1,2, ... ,29. 
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1.1 EXERCISES 

Sum mar y 0 f Ex ere i s e s The first six exercises involve simple graph 
models. Exercises 7-24 present examples and extensions of the models presented in 
the examples in this section. 

I.	 Suppose interstate highways join the six towns A, B, C, D, E, F as follows: 1-77 
goes from B through A to E; 1-82 goes from C through D then through B to F; 
I-85 goes from D through A to F; 1-90 goes from C through E to F; and 1-91 goes 
fromD toE. 

(a) Draw a graph of the network with vertices for towns and edges for segments 
of interstates linking neighboring towns. 

(b) What is the minimum number of edges whose removal prevents travel be
tween some pair of towns? 

(c) Is it possible	 to take a trip starting from town C that goes to every town 
without using any interstate highway for more than one edge (the trip need 
not return to C)? 

2.	 (a) Suppose four teams, the Aces, the Birds, the Cats, and the Dogs, play each 
other once. The Aces beat all three opponents except the Birds. The Birds 
lost to all opponents except the Aces. The Dogs beat the Cats. Represent the 
results of these games with a directed graph. 

(b) A dominance order is a listing of teams such that the ith team in the order 
beats the (i + 1) st team. Find all dominance orders for part (a). 

3.	 (a) A schedule is to be made with five football teams. Each team is to play two 
other teams. Explain how to make a graph model of this problem. 

(b) Show that except for interchanging names of teams, there is only one possible 
graph in part (a). 

4.	 Suppose there are six people-John, Mary, Rose, Steve, Ted, and Wendy-who 
pass rumors among themselves. Each day John talks with Mary and Wendy; Mary 
talks with John, Rose, and Steve; Rose talks with Mary, Steve, and Ted; Steve 
talks with Mary, Rose, Ted, and Wendy; Ted talks with Rose, Steve, and Wendy; 
and Wendy talks with John, Steve, and Ted. Whatever people hear one day they 
pass on to others the next day. 

(a) Model this rumor-passing situation with a graph. 

(b) How many days does it take to pass a rumor from John to Steve? Who will 
tell it to Steve? 

(c) Is there any way that if two people stopped talking to each other, then it must 
take three days to pass a rumor from one person to all the others? 

5.	 (a) Give a direction to each edge in Figure. I A so that there are directed routes 
from any vertex to any other vertex. 

(b) Do part(a) so as:~ 
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14.	 In Example 3, find a minimal connecting set of edges containing neither (a, b) 
nor (b, c). 

15. (a) What are the other sets of 2 edges whose removal disconnects the graph in 
Figure 104 besides (a, b), (a, e) and (c, d), (d, h)? Either produce others or 
give an argument why no others exist. 

(b) Find all sets of 2 vertices whose removal disconnects the remaining graph in 
Figure 104. 

16.	 (a) For the following graph, find all sets of 2 vertices whose removal disconnects 
the graph of remaining vertices. 

(b) Find all sets of 2 edges whose removal would disconnect the graph. 

fg 

17. Find a minimal edge cover and a minimal set of vertices adjacent to all other 
vertices for the graph in Figure 1.2. 

18.	 In Figure lA, find all sets of three vertices that are adjacent to all the other 
vertices. Give a careful logical analysis to justify your answer. 

19. Repeat Example 4 for minimal block and comer surveillance when the network 
in Figure 104 is altered by adding edges (f, g), (g, j) and deleting (b, f). 

20.	 Repeat Example 4 for the edge cover and minimal corner surveillance when the 
network is formed by a regular array of north-south and east-west streets of size: 

(a) 3 streets by 3 streets (b) 4 streets by 4 streets (c) 5 streets by 5 streets 

21.	 (a) A queen dominates any square on a chessboard in the same row, column, or 
diagonal as the queen. How few queens can dominate all squares on an 8 by 
8 chessboard? 

_(b) Repeat this problem for bishops, which dominate only diagonals. 

22.	 Solve the committee scheduling problem for the committee overlap graph in 
Figure 104. That is, what is the minimum number of independent sets needed to 
cover all vertices? 

23.	 (a) Find a maximum independent set in the following graphs: 

(i) Figure l.la (ii) Figure 1.2 

(b) Use your result in part (a) to produce a minimal edge cover in these graphs. 

24.	 Find a vertex basis in the following directed graphs: 

(a) Figure l.Ib (b) Figure 1.3 
(c) Figure 104 with edges directed by alphabetical order [e.g., edge (a, e) is di

rected from a to e] 

:'1 
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25.	 Show that the vertex basis in a directed graph is unique if there is no sequence 
of directed edges that forms a circuit in the graph. 

26.	 A game for two players starts with an empty pile. Players take turns putting I or 
2 or 3 pennies in the pile. The winner is the player who brings the value of the 
pile up to 16<1. 

(a)	 Make a directed graph modeling this game. 

(b)	 Show that the second player has a winning strategy by finding a set of four 
"good" pile values, including 16<1, such that the second player can always 
move to one of the "good" piles (when the second player moves to one 
of the good piles, the next move of the first player must be to a non-good 
pile, and from this position the second player has a move to a gOQd pile, 
etc.). 

27.	 The parsing of a sentence can be represented by a directed graph, with a vertex S 
(for the whole sentence) having edges to vertices Su (subject) and P (predicate), 
then Su and P having edges to the parts into which they are decomposed into 
pieces, and so on. 

Consider the abstract grammar with decomposition rules: S -+ AB, S-+ 
BA, A -+ ABA, B -+ BAS, and B -+ S. For example, BAABA can be "parsed" as 
shown below. 

B 
/\ 

s

A
 

/ /1\

S A B A 

B
/\

A 

Find a parsing graph for each of the following (or explain why no parsing 
exists): 

(a)	 BABABABA (b) BBABAABA 

J 
1.2 ISOMORPHISM 

In this section we investigate some of the basic structure of graphs. We are interested 
in properties that distinguish one vertex in a graph from another vertex and, more 
generally, that distinguish one graph from another graph. We motivate this discussion 
with the question: How can we tell if two graphs are really the same graph, but drawn 
differently and with different names for the vertices? For example, are the two 5-vertex 
graphs in Figure 1.6 different versions of the same graph? 
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6. Which of the following pairs of graphs are isomorphic? Explain carefully. 

(a) a ~2 a(b) b ~1 
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8. Which pairs of graphs in this set are isomorphic? 

11. Show that all 5-vertex graphs with each vertex of degree 2 are isomorphic. 

12. Are there any 6-vertex graphs with 3 edges incident to each vertex that are not 

isomorphic to one of the graphs in Exercise 7? 
13. What are the sizes of the largest complete subgraphs in the two graphs in Exercise 

6(h)? 
14. Build 6-vertex graphs with the following degrees of vertices, if possible. If not 

possible, explain why not. 
(a) Three vertices of degree 3 and 3 vertices of degree 1 

- --~- ~- ---- - -
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d 

7. Which pairs of graphs in this set are isomorphic? 
14 

18 
1 2 9 10 11 12 ~ 

4~3~324~20 
22 

9. Suppose each edge in the graphs in Figure 1.8 is directed from the smaller 
(numerically or alphabetically) end vertex to the larger end vertex. Are the two 

resulting directed graphs isomorphic? 

10. Are the following pairs of directed graphs isomorphic? 

22 Chapter 1 Elements ofGraph Theory 
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1.3 EDGE COUNTING 

(b) Vertices of degrees 1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 5 

(c) Vertices of degrees 2, 2, 4, 4, 4, 4 

As an illustration ofTheorem 1, consider the graph in Figure 1.12 with 6 vertices, 
three of degree 4, two of degree 3, and one of degree 2. The sum of the degrees is 
4 +4 +4 + 3 +3 +2 = 20. This sum must equal twice the number of edges. The 

reader can check that the number of edges in this graph is lO. 
For the sum of degrees to be an even integer, there must be an even number of 

odd integers in the sum. Thus we obtain: 

Corollary 
In any graph, the number of vertices of odd degree is even. 

Example 1; Use of Theorem 1 
Suppose we want to construct a graph with 20 edges and have all vertices of degree 4. 

How many vertices must the graph have?
Let v denote the number of vertices. The sum of the degrees ofthe vertices will be 

4v, and by the theorem this sum must be twice the number of edges: 4v = 2 x 20 = 40. 

Hence v = 10.• 

Let us now look at uses of this theorem and corollary. 

Proof 
Summing the degrees of all vertices counts all instances of some edge being incident 
at some vertex. But each edge is incident with two vertices, and so the total number 
of such edge-vertex incidences is simply twice the number of edges. The theorem is 

now proved. + 

Theorem 1 
In any graph, the sum of the degrees of all vertices is equal to twice the number of 

edges. 

There is very little in the way of general assertions that can be made about all graphs. 
There is one useful general theorem, a formula for counting edges. 
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